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Abstract. Motivated by neurophysiological studies, the use of Gabor filters as
acoustic feature extractors for speech recognition purposes has received increasing
attention in the new millenium. As the optimal parametrization of these filters is
not obvious, many researchers employ different feature selection methods to find the
best filter set. In this study, however, we argue that these kinds of feature selection
methods cannot fulfill this task, as we demonstrate this with results obtained from
experiments. We show that one can easily construct a better filter set manually, using
simple heuristic rules. Then, as an alternative to the usual filter selection methods,
we propose a training method that can jointly optimize the spectro-temporal filters
and the neural net acoustic model built on them. In this special neural network
achitecture, the filters are incorporated into the network and employed as the lowest
layer of it. This allows us to tune the filters using backpropagation, and to manip-
ulate them directly and not through their parameters. This method also has the
advantage of reducing the task of filter set enhancement to that of a simple neural
net training. Next, we show that we can enhance our manually selected filter set
with this novel neural net architecture using the filter coefficients as initial values
for the backpropagation training. The resulting filter sets were evaluated on the
phone recognition task of the TIMIT corpus, using both clean and noise contami-
nated data; while cross-database phone recognition performance was evaluated on
the “Szeged” Hungarian broadcast news database. The results we get demonstrate
that the proposed filter optimization algorithm can outperform the usual feature
selection-based methods, and that the filter set obtained by fine tuning the manual
filters with the neural net algorithm performs even better, beating all the other
methods in terms of performance.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the selection and enhancement of a special
class of spectro-temporal filters (Gabor filters) for automatic speech
recognition purposes. Neurophysiological and biological studies have
found that neurons responsive to spectro-temporal modulations play an
important role in speech perception (Aertsen and Johannesma, 1981).
† The final publication is available at Springer via http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/
s10772-014-9246-4
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These findings motivated the researchers of Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) to study the kind of preprocessing methods that extract
spectro-temporal features. The most obvious approach is to apply the
two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D DCT) on small spectro-
temporal windows (Kova´cs and To´th, 2010). This is a natural extension
to cepstral processing, which applies 1D DCT on spectral vectors.
Visually inspecting the above-mentioned cortical neurons, one may
find their response to be similar to that of the family of so-called Gabor
filters, introduced by Ga´bor (1946). Indeed, it has been shown experi-
mentally that these filters can be used to model the response profile of
certain neurons (Jones and Palmer, 1987). These properties of Gabor
filters made them a popular feature extraction method for various audio
and visual classification experiments (Kleinschmidt, 2002a; Huang et
al., 2005; Ezzat et al., 2007; Meyer and Kollmeier, 2008; Scha¨dler et
al., 2012).
There is a problem, however, that has to be addressed with each of
these feature extraction methods: the selection of a reasonably small
set of relevant features (i.e. filters) got from the huge variety allowed by
the parametrization process itself. While in the case of 2D DCT there
are some assumptions about which features should be kept (Ezzat et
al., 2007), with Gabor filters we have less a priori information. This
makes finding the optimal Gabor filter set quite difficult. Earlier on,
most authors proposed applying automatic feature selection methods
to find an appropriate set of filters (Kleinschmidt, 2002b; Ezzat et
al., 2007; Meyer and Kollmeier, 2008). Unfortunately, these feature
selection algorithms are very slow and are based on a greedy search
that may yield suboptimal solutions. Although there are tasks where
the greedy strategy may give acceptable results, in this paper we argue
that this is not actually the case here.
We first demonstrate this by showing that a carefully designed,
manually selected filter set can easily outperform the ones created by
automatic filter selection methods. For this, we will first use the TIMIT
phone recognition task with clean speech. One alleged advantage of
spectro-temporal representations is that they process their spectro-
temporal input locally, and so they are supposed to be more robust
under noisy conditions. To test this, we will also compare the vari-
ous algorithms on noise-contaminated versions of the TIMIT dataset.
Neurophysiological studies suggest that a good set of spectro-temporal
features should extract a set of invariant features that are independent
of the actual training data. To see how well this assuption holds for our
filters, we will also run cross-database evalutions on a Hungarian corpus
that was recorded under quite different conditions. Then we perform
several specially designed experiments that give an insight into what
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makes the feature selection task defined here outstandingly difficult,
and why it causes the simple greedy strategy to fail.
In Sect. 7, we will provide an alternative way of finding a proper
set of spectro-temporal filters. This approach exploits the fact that
the spectro-temporal filters and the subsequent neural net classi-
fiers have very similar mathematical formulations. Consequently, the
spectro-temporal filters can be interpreted as special types of neurons,
and thus the backpropagation training of the network can be applied
to them. This way the filter coefficients can be trained directly, which
is much faster and more efficient than searching the parameter space
that defines the shape of the filters. The results of our experiments
clearly justify the superiority of this training method over the feature
selection-based approach.
The backpropagation neural net training algorithm only guarantees
that a local optimum will be found, and hence a suitable initialization
of the parameters might help the training process. Below, we describe
how we use the manually found Gabor filter set to initialize the neural
net-based model, instead of using the standard random initialization
approach. The results of our experiments indicate that in most cases
this initialization can yield even better results.
2. Experimental setup
Before formalizing the spectro-temporal feature extraction method and
the Gabor filters, we will describe the experimental tools used through-
out this study.
2.1. Log mel-scaled spectrogram
All feature extracion methods discussed here process local patches of
the log mel-scaled spectrogram. We computed the spectrograms using
400 samples (25 ms) per frame at 160 sample (10ms) hops, and applied
a 1024-point FFT on the frames. These were then transformed to a
log mel-scale of 26 spectral channels1. Each recording was normalized
so as to give a zero mean and unit variance. Then, to avoid artificial
down-weighting of low frequency bins, the lowest four channels of the
spectrograms were mirrored.
1 As some of our references (Kleinschmidt and Gelbart, 2002; Scha¨dler et al.,
2012) used log mel-scaled spectrograms with 23 channels, for purposes of comparison
we ran the corresponding experiments using both 23 and 26 channels, and then in
the subsequent experiments we used the configuration that performed the best.
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2.2. Speech databases
All our experiments were conducted on the TIMIT speech corpus (Lamel
et al., 1986) and the “Szeged” Hungarian broadcast news database
(Gosztolya and To´th, 2010). In the experiments performed on TIMIT,
we followed the standard train-test partitioning of having 3,696 train
sentences and a core test set of 192 sentences. The phonetic labels of
the database were fused into 39 categories, as is standard practice (Lee
and Hon, 1989).
The Hungarian speech database was the “Szeged” broadcast news
corpus created at the MTA-SzTE Research Group on Artificial In-
telligence and the University of Szeged. Recordings of seventy news-
casts from eight television channels were cut into few sentence long
blocks, and placed into one of three categories: noisy, spontaneous
and clean speech. We used the last category, which contained well
formed, articulated sentences with minimal background noise, typically
uttered by news hosts in studio settings. Newscasts were partitioned
into train, development and test sets: approximetely 5.5 hours were
used for training, 2 hours for development and 1 hour for testing.
All the recordings were orthographically typed, and the corresponding
phonetic transcripts were created with a simple phonetic transcriber.
The phonetic labels of the database were put into 52 categories.
To create a phone recognizer for the two tasks, we used an
HMM/ANN hybrid model. In this scheme the frame-level phone pos-
terior estimates of the neural net get combined by an HMM, derived
using the Hidden Markov Model toolkit (Young et al., 2006) – which
was modified in order to be able to work with neural net posteriors –
and a simple bigram language model. The phone insertion penalty was
tuned on the train set in the case of TIMIT, and on the development
set in the case of the Hungarian database.
2.3. Adding noise
To evaluate the noise-robustness of feature sets, we artificially contam-
inated the core test set of TIMIT with noise. To this end, we applied
the FaNT tool (Hirsch, 2010) to add the noise with the proper signal
to noise ratio (20 and 10 decibels). This is similar to how the noisy
dataset of Aurora-2 was created from the original TIDigits corpus,
and the noisy dataset of Aurora-4 was created from the clean Wall
Street Journal database. We used two types of noise samples taken
from the NOISEX-92 database (Varga and Steeneken, 1993). The first
noise type was pink noise, which has the highest energy at 0Hz and
tails off at higher frequencies. The second noise type was babble noise,
which simulates the effect of people talking in the background. As a
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third type of noise, we created a bandlimited noise sample by filtering
white noise with a bandpass filter, with a passband between 3,000 and
5,000 Hz.
2.4. Student’s t-test
The training of neural nets starts from a random initialization, and so
training the same network on the same data may give slightly varying
results. To decrease this variance, each neural net training experiment
was repeated ten times, and we report the average of the resulting ten
accuracy scores. To decide whether the difference between the results
of two feature sets was significant, a two-tailed Student’s t-test was
applied, with unequal variance. We considered the difference significant
if the p value resulting from the t-test was smaller than 0.05.
3. Spectro-temporal filters
Let us now formalize the process of spectro-temporal feature extrac-
tion. This approach takes spectro-temporally localized patches from
the spectrogram of the speech signal, and creates features for ASR
purposes by processing them using standard filtering methods. Such a
spectro-temporal feature o can be got by applying the formula
o =
N∑
f=0
M∑
t=0
P (f, t)F (f, t), (1)
where N and M are the height and width of patch P and filter F ,
which must have the same size. One can get a set of features by using
several filters with different coefficients, and/or by applying them at
different positions along the time-frequency plane.
As can be seen, the calculation of the spectro-temporal features is
simple; the real question is how to get proper coefficients for the filter
F (f, t). We discuss several methods for this in the following.
3.1. 2D DCT
The well-known mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) feature ex-
traction method processes mel-scaled spectral vectors by applying DCT
on them. This gave us the idea of processing the spectro-temporal
patches via 2D DCT. This corresponds to performing the filtering
defined by (1) with the following filter coefficients:
Fpq(f, t) = cos
pi · f · p
N
cos
pi · t · q
M
,
0 ≤ q ≤ N − 1
0 ≤ p ≤M − 1 (2)
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where N and M are the respective height and width of the filters for
f and t, while p and q specify the modulation frequencies of the filter
along the frequency and time axis.
By definition, for a patch of size N×M , a 2D DCT returns the same
number of coefficients. We have several results indicating that these are
not equally important for representing the underlying acoustic content.
As regards the frequency axis, the good performance of MFCC clearly
shows that it is sufficient to keep the low-order coefficents. We have
several similar results regarding time-domain modulations (Kanedera
et al., 1999). Using these rules as heuristics, Kova´cs and To´th have
obtained good results with 2D DCT modulation features, by keeping
just the lowest order 9 coefficients (Kova´cs and To´th, 2010; 2011).
3.2. Gabor filters
Using a DCT for the processing of spectral patches is an engineering
solution that does not have any biological foundation. However, we have
now a better understanding of how the human brain processes speech
signals, and the response of the spectro-temporal receptive fields found
in neurophysiologial studies has similarities with the response of the
so-called Gabor filters. This gave us the idea of using Gabor filters as
an engineering model of these receptive fields.
While Gabor filters are commonly defined as a product of a complex
sinusoid carrier and an envelope function, the exact definition of Gabor
filters may vary slightly from author to author. Ezzat et al. (2007)
defines Gabor filters as a product of a two-dimensional Gaussian (3)
and an oriented sinusoid (4). That is,
W (f, t) =
1
2piσfσt
e
− 1
2
(
(f−f0)2
σ2
f
+
(t−t0)2
σ2t
)
(3)
SΩ,ω(f, t) = e
i2pi( ΩN f+
ω
M
t), (4)
where f and t iterate over the frequency and time span of the window,
and σ2f , σ
2
t specify their respective bandwiths. N and M specify the
transform size, while Ω and ω specify the slanting of the sinusoid as
well as its periodicity. If we use just the real part of the Gabor filter,
Eq. (4) can be rewritten in the following form:
SΩ,ω(f, t) = cos
(
pi · f · 2Ω
N
+
pi · t · 2ω
M
)
. (5)
Note that if either p or q in (2) equals zero, and we choose the following
assignments for (5): Ω = p2 , ω =
q
2 , then equations (2) and (5) are
exactly the same. Later on, this similarity will be exploited.
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As can be seen, with the above formulas we can control the shape
of the filters via the parameters Ω and ω. However, it is not clear how
many filters should be used and how their parameter values should
be chosen for optimal speech recognition performance. Below, we shall
describe several ways of finding a good parameter set for speech recog-
nition.
4. Finding an optimal set of Gabor filters by feature
selection methods
Even if we fix the filter size parameters N and M of (4), the parameters
Ω and ω are continuous and thus define an infinite space of possible
filters. Our goal here is to select a reasonably small number (i.e. at most
a couple of hundred) from among these filters in such a way that the
selected filters provide useful features for speech recognition purposes.
The methods discussed here all seek to solve this problem by means of
feature selection methods. That is, all the filters of the search space are
systematically evaluated, resulting in a huge feature space of possible
acoustic features. Then, by selecting those features that yield a good
speech recognition result, we also inevitably select the corresponding
Gabor filters. Of course, the big question here is to find a proper feature
selection method that chooses the best candidates from the huge space
of Gabor filters. Hence, a major part of research in Gabor filters is
devoted to this filter selection task. Here, several points need to be
considered. Namely,
1. We would like to create a simply parametrized filter family that
detects all relevant speech phenomena, and which is hopefully in-
dependent of the actual training database. That is, although the
filter set will be optimized on a given speech corpus, we would
prefer to get a filter set that gives a nice recognition performance
on different databases as well.
2. Given the variety of spectral and temporal properties of human
speech recognition, it is expected that a huge search space needs to
be examined. As we intend to measure the quality of the feature
set candidates by evaluating their usefulness in speech processing,
our feature selecton algorithms will necesarrily have long runtimes.
Also, it should be mentioned that a global optimum could be guar-
anteed only by evaluating all the feature subsets. This is clearly im-
possible in this case, so we must employ some very good heuristics
during the search.
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3. These filters do not constitute an orthogonal representation of the
signal and lead to highly correlated features. The correlation de-
pends on the similarity of the filter parameters, but it is hard to
quantify. We can expect that their correlations will make the search
task even more difficult.
Reviewing the literature of Gabor filters, we found that most authors
apply automatic feature selection methods to find a proper subset of
filters. These automatic methods are all built on machine learning
principles (Tasi, 2001; Kleinschmidt, 2002a; Kleinschmidt, 2002b; Sun
et al., 2003; Meyer and Kollmeier, 2008), with the most popular algo-
rithm being the Feature Finding Neural Net (FNNN) (Gramms, 1991).
In the following, we will briefly present and evaluate this algorithm,
along with another, general-purpose feature selection method called
Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) (Somol et al., 2010).
Then we will manually select a small set of filters, where the manual
selection is guided by some simple heuristics. We will show that this
manually selected filter set almost always outperforms the ones found
with automatic methods, which clearly demonstrates the weakness of
the automatic selection algorithms. We will state several arguments
and also describe the results of some experiments in order to explain
why the feature selection methods seem to fail on this task.
4.1. Automatic feature selection algorithms
To evaluate the performance of these methods, we created filter sets
with two automatic feature selection algorithms. In the following, we
will briefly introduce these algorithms. As a detailed discussion of these
methods is beyond the scope of our paper, we kindly refer the reader
to Gramms (1991) and Somol et al. (2010).
We selected the size and overlap of our filters based on the literature
and also on experimental findings. We set the analysis window length
to 100 ms, based on studies of human speech understanding (Tiitinen
et al., 2012). In the experiments, we also applied the standard ∆ and
∆∆ features in order to incorporate more temporal information. The
window length combined with our aim of creating square filters also
defined the height of our filters. Next, we restricted the overlapping of
filters along the frequency axis to between 50% and 60%. In Sec. 4.2,
we used the same settings for the filter sets with manual methods.
After setting the filter size and overlap, in order to make the def-
inition of the search space simpler, we slightly modified the original
formulation of the Gabor filters given earlier. Our new formula will be
SΩ,ω(f, t) = e
i2pi(ωf ·f+ωt·t). (6)
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This re-formulation is motivated by the observation that although the
sinusoid (4) of a Gabor filter is defined by four variables, its output does
not depend on the individual values of Ω and N , but rather on their
ratios (see above). This also holds for ω and M . Thus we may introduce
ωf =
Ω
N and ωt =
ω
M , turning (4) into a two-parameter formula.
The next step required by the filter selection algorithms was to define
the interval and resolution of ωf and ωt. To keep the periodicity of the
sinusoids within a reasonable interval, the minimum and maximum
parameter values were set to -0.14 and 0.14, respectively, and we chose
to discard similar filters by setting the resolution of the parameters to
0.004 (for symmetry reasons, ωf was run from 0). Lastly, for computa-
tional reasons we only kept the real part of Gabor filters. Even with the
above-mentioned restrictions, with the width of the Gaussian limited
to one third of the patch size and its peak fixed to the patch centre
(f0, t0), ωf and ωt still define a huge parameter space.
4.1.1. Feature Finding Neural Nets (FFNN)
The Feature Finding Neural Net (Gramms, 1991) algorithm was pop-
ularized for the purpose of Gabor filter selection by Kleinschmidt and
Gelbart (2002). During its operation, this algorithm always has a cur-
rent set of candidate filters. This candidate filter set consists of D + 1
filters, where D = 9 is the number of filters we would like to have
in our final set as 9 filters proved to be sufficient in previous studies
(Kova´cs and To´th, 2010; 2011; 2013). Hence, first of all we have to to
initialize the algorithm by creating an initial set. We do this simply
by randomly selecting D + 1 filters. Then the algorithm consists of
repeating two steps. Namely,
1. Evaluate each D-element subset of the current candidate set. This
is performed by training a two-layered neural net on 90% of the
training data using the remaining 10% of it as the stopping crite-
rion. Then this latter 10% of the training data is used as a validation
set for evaluating the performance of the subsets.
2. Take the subset that performed best on the validation set, and
from the candidate set eliminate the filter that was not in the best
performing subset. Choose a filter randomly as a replacement.
By repeating these steps, we expect to gradually improve our filter set.
The algorithm terminates when it attains a local minimum and cannot
improve the feature set any further.
Since the resulting set depends on the initial set, in the experiments
we performed the computations fifty times using fifty different initial
random sets. We trained thirty three-layered neural nets on each re-
sulting set, and then chose the best performing one by comparing the
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average accuracy values on the validation set. The set of filters resulting
from this process will be referred to as the FFNN set.
4.1.2. Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS)
To find a good set of Gabor filters, we also experimented with another,
general-purpose feature selection method called Sequential Forward
Floating Selection (SFFS). A detailed analysis of this algorithm, was
given by Somol et al. (2010). This method consists of the following
main steps:
1. Start with an empty set of filters.
2. Expand the filter set by finding and adding the filter that improves
classification accuracy the most. This is done by adding one filter
at a time, retraining the classifier on 90% of the training data, and
evaluating it on the validation set (the remaining 10%).
3. Find and discard that filter whose absence has the least detrimental
effect on the classification performance. This is done by removing
one filter at a time, and retraining the classifier on the reduced set.
If the new score is even better than the previous best one (with the
same cardinality), then repeat this step. Else go to the second step.
We repeated the feature selection experiment using this algorithm, and
the resulting set of 9 Gabor filters will be referred to as the SFFS set.
4.1.3. Preexisting2 Gabor filter sets
Kleinschmidt and Gelbart (2002) not only described the FFNN algo-
rithm in their paper, but also made the three filter sets derived from
their experiments publicly available. These filter sets are referred to
as G1, G2, G3, and are available at the Berkeley website (Gelbart et
al., 2013). Each set consists of 60 filters, among them there were real,
imaginary and magnitude responses of Gabor filters, as well as purely
spectral, purely temporal and spectro-temporal filters. The parameters
of G1 and G2 were trained on TIMIT, while the parameters of G3 were
optimized on the ‘Zifkom’ corpus of German digits.
Scha¨dler, Meyer and Kollmeier in their paper (2012) applied a differ-
ent approach for selecting their Gabor filter set, and their method has
some similarities with our manual method (see Sect. 4.2). They chose
the parameters of spectral modulation frequencies based on MFCC and
temporal modulation frequencies based on RASTA processing. Then
they carried out further optimization of the parameters by performing
some ASR experiments on the Aurora-2 task, creating a filter bank of
2 Here, preexisting means that these filters were taken ’as is’ from other authors.
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Figure 1. Manual set of Gabor filters (first row) and 2D DCT (second row) filters,
with the corresponding filters vertically aligned to emphasize the similarities. The
patch size is 9x9.
41 filters. Next, by subsampling the filter output for each filter, they
selected the representative filter channels, which was again carried out
on the Aurora-2 database. The result of this process was a filter set
containing 311 elements in the case of the 23 channel log mel-scale
spectrogram, and a filter set containing 356 elements in the case of the
26 channel log mel-cale spectrogram. The resulting filter sets and the
code for feature extraction are available at the website of Oldenbury
University (Ossietzky, 2013) These filters will be referred to here as the
SMK set.
4.2. Manually selected filter set
Apart from the automatic feature selection algorithms presented above,
we also created filter sets manually. For this manual selection process
we used two sorts of a priori information. First, as in earlier studies
it has been found that processing the spectro-temporal patches via
2D DCT yields good results (Kova´cs and To´th, 2010), we conjectured
that the filters defined by the 2D DCT coefficients would serve as a good
starting point for our search. Second, a visual inspection of the shape
of the most frequent transition types in spectrograms also served as a
heuristic concerning which filters ought to be included in the final set.
In the following, we will elaborate on how we arrived at the proposed
set.
In the paper of Kova´cs and To´th (2011), the local patches were
processed by applying a 2D DCT. Retaining nine coefficients proved to
be an efficient representation in this paper, which motivated us to take
advantage of the similarity between 2D DCT and the sinusoid form
in the Gabor filter, as outlined in Sect. 3.2. This similarity guided us
in the selection of our first four Gabor filters. The first row of Fig. 1
shows how the selected Gabor filters approximate the corresponding
2D DCT filters. As can be seen, we use a rotationally symmetric filter
to detect the energy of the processed patch, while with the use of the
three other filters we seek to capture the change in frequency and time,
respectively.
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Conventional MFCC features extended with the delta and
delta-delta coefficients capture transitions in time and frequency inde-
pendently. In contrast, with 2D DCT and Gabor filters, we can extract
slanted energy transitions in the time-frequency domain in an explicit
way. Presumably this property is the key advantage over conventional
features because it encodes spectro-temporal representations directly.
This motivated the selection of our second group of filters. The second
four (slanted) Gabor filters (shown in the first row of the fifth to eighth
columns of Fig. 1) were selected by distributing the “slanting” of the
filters uniformly. With these filters we intend to detect spectro-temporal
phenomena like formant transitions.
Next, we noted the similarity between the seventh filter (in row two)
and the delta vector. Motivated by this, we tried to construct the last
Gabor filter in such a way that it approximated the computation of the
delta vector. As our filter set relies heavily on an earlier 2D DCT set,
the cardinality of our filter set was also chosen to be nine. Below, we
will refer to the set of Gabor filters shown in Fig. 1 as the Manual set.
4.3. Randomly selected filter sets
Besides the automatic and manual filter selection methods, we also
created ten additional filter sets by simply choosing filters randomly.
These filter sets will serve as a baseline during the evaluation of the
various filter selection algorithms. We will refer to the average perfor-
mance of the ten random filter sets as Random avg. We will also list
the performance score of the best performing random filter set that was
chosen based on the results obtained on the validation set of TIMIT,
which will be referred in the tables as Random best.
5. Experimental results and discussion
Now we will describe the experimental settings used when we carried
out our comparative evaluation of automatic and manual Gabor filter
selection methods, and list the results for each testing scenario.
5.1. Representation of frames
Our frame level feature vectors were created from the local patches as
follows. First, each filter in the set was evaluated on each patch of the
spectrogram. In the case of the filter sets we created using automatic
methods or manually, the patches had a length of 9 frames and a height
of 9 channels, with a step size of 4 mels (4 channels) in frequency. In the
case of the pre-calculated filter sets of Kleinschmidt and Gelbart (2002),
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the sets were defined so that the filters covered the whole frequency
range, hence no frequency-domain step size was required. Also, the
filter set of Scha¨dler et al. (2012) did not have a unified step size either,
because the filters were selected uniquely by evaluating each filter on
each frequency band, without taking into account their overlap with
the neighbouring filters.
Having evaluated the filters, the feature values obtained were asso-
ciated with the centre position of the patch, thus giving a set of feature
values for each time position. This set of features were used to classify
the given frame, as will be described next. As is usual with MFCC,
in order to incorporate more temporal information we added the ∆
and ∆∆ (∆s) features to the feature sets, and used 9 neighbouring
frames of feature vectors to train the neural net classifiers. The only
exception was the case of the SMK set. Based on the results of some
pilot experiments and because of the higher dimensionality of the frame
level feature vectors produced by this set, we eventually decided not to
add the ∆ and ∆∆ features, and we used only 5 neighbouring frames
during neural net training.
5.2. Neural network classifier
In each experiment, the classifier applied was a multilayer neural net-
work with a hidden layer of 1,000 neurons during filter set construction
and 4,000 neurons during the classification experiments. (We only used
two layers in the neural nets of the FFNN algorithm because the
number of nets to be trained would have produced a huge computa-
tional cost.) The output layer applied the softmax nonlinearity, while
the hidden neurons worked with the sigmoid function. The number
of output neurons was set to the number of classes (39 in experi-
ments with TIMIT, and 52 in experiments with the Hungarian speech
database). Naturally, the number of inputs varied based on the number
of features extracted by the actual filter set, whose difference might
be compensated for by the relatively large size of the hidden layer.
The neural net was trained with random initial weights using standard
backpropagation on 90% of the training data in semi-batch mode, and
the remaining randomly selected 10% of the data set was used as the
validation data set. As we explained in Sect. 2.4, for each feature set
ten independent neural nets were trained, and the average of the results
got from applying these neural nets on the test set was reported.
5.3. The clean speech experiments on TIMIT
Table I lists the phone recognition accuracy scores we got from applying
our method on the clean TIMIT data with the various feature sets. As a
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Table I. Phone recognition accuracy scores got on clean core
test set of TIMIT. The best result, and the results not
significantly different from it are shown in bold.
Feature set
No. of No. of Phone
mel channels features accuracy
MFCC + ∆s 26 39 72.95%
SFFS set + ∆s 26 162 73.15%
FFNN set + ∆s 26 162 73.18%
G1 + ∆s 26 180 72.57%
G2 + ∆s 26 180 72.20%
G3 + ∆s 23 180 64.73%
SMK set 23 311 71.51%
Manual set + ∆s 26 162 73.22%
Random avg + ∆s 26 162 72.34%
Random best + ∆s 26 162 73.14%
baseline, the recognition results got with the standard MFCC features
are shown in the first line of the table. The next two rows show the
results of the two automatic filter selection methods. Both of these
slightly outperformed MFCC, giving us the first indication that the
automatic selection methods work as they should.
The table also contains the results got with the preexisting G1-3
sets. These all gave significantly worse results than either MFCC or
the filter sets we got by using automatic feature selection methods. In
particular, the performance of set G3 is strikingly low, compared to
the two other sets. This result seems strange to us as in the original
paper (Kleinschmidt and Gelbart, 2002) G3 was supposed to have been
the best performing set. A possible explanation for this phenomenon
might be the fact that while the parameters of G1 and G2 were opti-
mized on TIMIT, G3 was optimized on the ‘Zifkom’ corpus of German
digits. This suggests that filter sets were overtrained on the particular
database, either overlearning on language specific information (German
vs. English) or overlearning on the acoustic properties of the database.
Lastly, Table I shows the results obtained with the manually and
randomly selected feature sets. As can be seen, the Manual set slightly
outperforms every other feature set, and the difference is significant in
the case of all the predefined Gabor filter sets as well as in the case of
the baseline MFCCs. This strongly suggests that the automatic filter
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selection methods fail to find the optimal features, as the optimal set
should be at least as good or better than the manually found set.
We observe even more strange results when we examine the per-
formance of the randomly selected feature sets. It is really surprising
how close the average of the random results is to the performance of
carefully designed selection methods. In fact, the average random score
is significantly better than that of two given Gabor filter sets (G3 and
SMK), while only one of them (G1) produces a significantly better
result. Furthermore, the performance of the best random set is not
significantly different from that of the best optimized feature set. We
think this behaviour is rather unexpected and it probably explains why
the simple greedy feature selection strategy fails. We shall discuss these
issues later in detail in Sect. 6.
5.4. Noise contaiminated speech experiments on TIMIT
While all the components of the MFCC feature vector are extracted
from the full spectrum, the spectro-temporal filters are bandlimited.
Thus, any type of noise that does not cover the full spectral range
should contaminate only a subset of our spectro-temporal features –
in constrast to the standard cepstral features. This is why we expect
spectro-temporal features to be more robust to noise. Below we test this
assumption by evaluating our Gabor filter sets and the neural network
classifier on the noise-contaminated core test set of TIMIT. We should
emphasize here that the filter selection and classifier training steps
were NOT repeated. That is, these experiments use the same features
and neural network parameters that were found to be optimal in the
previous set of experiments on clean data.
The results got with various types of noise added can be seen in
Table II. In general, the spectro-temporal filters proved much better
than MFCCs when babble or pink noise was added in almost every
case, independent of the filter selection method applied. However, only
the best selection method (Manual) gave better results than the MFCCs
in the case of bandlimited noise. A thorough analysis revealed that this
relative failure of Gabor filters for bandlimited noise can be attributed
to the simple normalization technique we used: because of the narrow
and very loud noisy spectral channel the remaining clean channels are
also suppressed during normalization. In the future, we need to think
of a better normalization technique to alleviate this effect.
Comparing the two filter sets we got using automatic feature se-
lection methods (SFFS and FFNN set), we see that while under clean
conditions there was no significant difference between their performance
scores, which does not hold in the case of noise: the SFFS set signifi-
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Table II. Phone recognition accuracy scores got on the core test set of TIMIT, contam-
inated with different types of noise. The best result in each column (and those results
significantly not different from it) are shown in bold.
Feature set
Babble Pink Bandlimited
20db 10db 20db 10db 20db 10db
MFCC + ∆s 57.43% 35.32% 49.93% 30.05% 61.78% 50.48%
SFFS set + ∆s 63.10% 47.08% 55.77% 34.18% 60.59% 47.40%
FFNN set + ∆s 62.75% 46.02% 55.24% 33.18% 58.50% 46.97%
G1 + ∆s 59.77% 39.59% 56.20% 35.99% 54.32% 44.32%
G2 + ∆s 60.75% 40.52% 55.86% 35.92% 51.15% 41.91%
G3 + ∆s 51.97% 37.49% 51.05% 35.88% 39.97% 30.85%
SMK set 54.28% 29.97% 55.14% 33.77% 54.04% 44.73%
Manual set + ∆s 63.21% 47.03% 55.74% 34.24% 63.59% 50.87%
Random avg + ∆s 62.51% 45.99% 54.26% 33.42% 60.25% 47.64%
Random best + ∆s 62.87% 46.87% 55.05% 33.77% 60.06% 46.93%
cantly outperforms the FFNN set in all but one case. Now, when we
proceed to evaluate the manually selected filter set we observe that the
Manual set not only outperforms the baseline MFCC in every case, but
it also significantly outperforms the FFNN set in all cases, and it is
never significantly worse than the SFFS set. Extending the comparison
to the preexisting filter sets, we see that in the case of pink noise the
G1 and G2 sets perform slightly better than the manual sets, but in
every other case the performance score of Manual set is significantly
better than the performance score of any preexisting Gabor filter set.
Overall, we can say that the Manual set performed better in noisy
environments than any other feature set we examined. This suggests
that the simple heuristic rules we applied during manual selection (e.g.
to cover the most frequent modulation types) works better in noisy
conditions than the heuristics applied in the SFFS and FFNN feature
selection methods. The fact that performance of G3 is again noticably
worse than the performance of G1 and G2 reinforces our belief about
the cross-database performance problems of the automatic selection
methods (remember that among G1-3 only the parameters of G3 were
trained on a speech database different from TIMIT).
Now, when we turn our attention to the random sets, we see that
the set that was selected as ‘best’ based on its performance on the
clean validation set performs better than the average in most cases,
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though not under bandlimited noise conditions (as was explained ear-
lier, the poor performance under bandlimited noise is caused by the
weakness of the normalization technique). In general, the random filter
sets outperform the predefined sets under babble and bandlimited noise
conditions, while the predefined sets work much better in the case of
pink noise. But, the most persuasive thing for us is that the performance
gap between the random sets and the best set is always very small, i.e.
just 1-2%. We expected a strong method to have a consistently better
performance, but this wasn’t apparent here.
5.5. Clean speech cross-database experiments on the
Hungarian speech database
Now we will evaluate our filter sets on the Hungarian “Szeged” broad-
cast news corpus. As in the case of the noisy TIMIT tests, we did
not repeat the selection of the filters, but used the filter set optimized
on the clean TIMIT. These cross-language and cross-database tests
were motivated by theoretical and practical aspects. Theoretically, one
would expect the cortical receptive fields – and thus the Gabor filters
that model them – to extract some sort of invariant features that should
not depend on a training database3. And a practical reason is that the
automatic feature selecton methods like FFNN and SFFS are extremely
slow, so it would be advantageous if the feature selection process did
not have to be repeated for each training corpus.
The phone recognition results got on the Hungarian corpus are
shown in Table III. Evidently, the MFCC features yielded the best
results, and from among the various Gabor filter sets only the Manual
set managed to come close. All the feature selection algorithms and the
predefined filters sets produced much worse scores. This point clearly
shows that the heuristics applied in the manual selection process are
more general than the heuristics of the database-driven feature selection
methods. By comparing the results got using various filter selection
algorithms with each other, we see that the feature set created by
SFFS significantly outperformed its FFNN created counterpart. As we
observed a similar tendency with TIMIT, SFFS here seems to be a
better selection algorithm than FFNN. However, the resulting filter set
still performs significantly worse than MFCCs, so unfortunately our
hope that the filter optimization would not have to be repeated for
each training database did not materialize. Also, we can see that the
best randomly selected filter set gave scores almost as good as that
3 One might argue that these features may be different for different languages,
however. This issue needs to be examined to see if it really the case
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Table III. Phone recognition accu-
racy scores got on the clean test set
of the Hungarian speech database
Feature set
Phone
recognition
MFCC + ∆s 74.97%
SFFS set + ∆s 73.94%
FFNN set + ∆s 73.51%
G1 + ∆s 74.09%
G2 + ∆s 72.84%
G3 + ∆s 63.68%
SMK set 73.05%
Manual set + ∆s 74.67%
Random avg + ∆s 72.79%
Random best + ∆s 73.63%
of SFSS, again suggesting that the filter selection algorithms fail to
achieve their goal.
Examining the available Gabor filter sets, we notice similar patterns
as in the case of TIMIT: while the SMK set performed in the mid-range,
G3 yielded much worse results than those got with the other feature
sets.
6. What is wrong with the automatic selection methods?
During the experiments we repeatedly found that despite the time in-
vested in the elaborate feature selection algorithms, the filter sets they
produce were easily outperformed by a simple manually selected set,
and even a randomly selected set could yield a very similar performance.
This is surely not what one would expect. Hence below we try to provide
an insight into the reasons for this.
Feature selection is a very difficult task when the features are strongly
correlated, which is clearly the case with Gabor filters. It is hard to tell
how the overlapping information content of the features assist each
other, and it is also impossible to tell in advance how the correlations
influence the performance of such a complex classifier as a multilayer
neural network. Hence, the only way of finding a truly globally optimal
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Figure 2. The phone recognition accuracy scores got on TIMIT core test set after
performing a random filter replacement on the SFFS set. The error bars correspond
to the scatter of the scores obtained when we repeated the training ten times.
feature subset would be to evaluate each possible subset. This is clearly
impossible, as the number of subsets grows exponentially with the num-
ber of features. The need to reduce computational costs to a managable
level encouraged the researchers to use the the greedy search techniques
such as the FFNN and the SFFS algorithms. Even when done this way,
the given algorithms are very slow (they required several days to finish
on TIMIT, which is now regarded as a very small corpus). Both of these
algorithms rely on the heuristics that the evaluation of each subset can
be reduced to a search that adds and removes only one filter at a time.
Even though the search strategy allows backtracking (which makes it
more flexible), convergence would require the replacement of a feature
to significantly change the actual performance of the hypothesis set. In
our case, however, replacing one filter in the set with another one in
most cases has only a negligible effect on the classification score, and
this causes the algorithm to oscillate. We designed a special experiment
to demonstrate this behaviour. We took the best filter set found by
SFFS and replaced the “first” filter (i.e. the filter that was chosen
first by the SFFS method) with ten arbitrary Gabor filters, resulting
in ten additional filter sets. As this filter was chosen first because it
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was the best “lone” filter for separating the classes, it is reasonable
to expect that its replacement should have the biggest impact on the
phone recognition scores. To evaluate these ten filter sets, we trained ten
independent neural nets on each of them. The results got on the TIMIT
core test set are shown in Fig. 2, with the score of the original SFFS set
being in the 8th column. We observed that it produced no significant
difference between the 73.15% phone recognition accuracy score of the
original SFFS set and the average phone recognition accuracy score of
its derivatives (i.e the average performance of the sets created from the
original SFFS set by replacing one filter with an arbitrary new filter),
which is 73.14%. It is also true that the recognition accuracy scores
of all the individual SFFS derivatives are very similar to the phone
recognition accuracy of the original SFFS set. In fact, the score of the
original SFFS set is not even the best (the best result being 73.30%).
As in all our experiments, the training of the neural network on
each set was repeated ten times. Also, we explained in Sect. 2.4 that
neural network training algorithm used random initial parameter val-
ues, and because of this the resulting scores had a small scatter. This
was plotted in Fig. 2 using the usual error bars. Clearly, the scatter
caused by the random factor of the training process is larger than the
scatter caused by the random replacement of the first filter. Hence,
the results of this experiment demonstrates that, in the general case,
randomly replacing one filter in the set by another one brings about
such a small improvement that it can be easily swamped by the “noise”
of the ANN used to evaluate the given set. If there are no filters that
clearly stand out from the rest, then the simple selection strategy used
by our algorithms is doomed to oscillate without convergence. The fact
that randomly selected filter sets yield such good results strengthens
this conclusion. It suggests that there is a very small performance gap
between a randomly selected set and the optimal one, and there are no
clearly “much better” and “much worse” filters. This makes the task
of an algorithm that decides on each feature locally rather difficult.
A possible improvement would be to modify the selection algorithms
so that they restrict the addition of a filter to a minimum gain in
classification accuracy, or to a certain level of dissimilarility from the
previously selected filters.
The reader may find the notion of the good performance of randomly
selected features rather surprising and counter-intuitive. However, lots
of studies on various real-life machine learning tasks find that creating
a representation using a large set of overcomplete random basis func-
tions is just as good as putting a lot of effort into carefully designing
a small, orthogonal set of basis functions. The application of sparse,
overcomplete bases was first proposed in image recognition, based on
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observations with vision (Jones and Palmer, 1987), but quite recently
similar studies in speech recognition were also carried out. For example,
Vinyals and Deng (2012) found that representing the speech signals by
means of a randomly selected vector set gave phone recognition results
that are just as good as those using an optimized, orthogonal basis
vector set.
Further evidence on the applicability of random representations is
given by the success of the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) (Huang
et al., 2006). The extreme learning machine is virtually a neural network
with two hidden layers. During training the lowest layer, as usual, is
initialized in a random way, but then it is not trained at all, and only the
weights of the upper layer are optimized. This strategy seems to make
no sense at first, but in fact it can give very good results, and in most
cases it proves no significantly worse than the more tedious training of
the full network. The extreme learning machine can be interpreted as if
the first layer represented the input by means of a large set of random
basis vectors, and then the second layer performed learning over this
special representation. The success of this algorithm in practice also
reinforces the view that there is only a very small performance gap
between a randomly chosen feature set and the optimal one, and hence
this optimization is a very difficult task that cannot be solved by such
naive strategies as the ones used by SFFS and FFNN.
7. The joint optimization of spectro-temporal features and
neural net classifiers
As we saw above, the feature selection algorithms such as FFNN and
SFFS are terribly slow and fail to find an optimal feature set. Speed
would not be that important if they could produce a feature set that
would fit other data sets as well. However, the experiments did not
demonstrate this data-independence property in filter sets created using
automatic feature selection methods. In fact, the manually selected fil-
ter set gave better results in the cross-database tests. Unfortunately, the
selection heuristics provide no guarantee that the set selected manually
is optimal, and the manual selection process does not offer the chance
to improve the filter set when more training data becomes available.
Thus, we think that the filter set should be chosen automatically, but
with a better algorithm than the ones presented so far. In the following,
we propose a method that can jointly optimize the spectro-temporal
filter parameter values and the weights of the neural net classifier.
In traditional speech recognition, the feature extraction and the
classification (likelihood estimation) steps are conventionally performed
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in two distinct steps. Although there are exceptions that try to incor-
porate the feature extraction parameters into the optimization of the
acoustic models, such studies are quite rare (Biem et al., 1995; Lee et
al., 2001; 2003). More recently, with the invention of deep neural nets,
several authors suggested that these new type of networks are powerful
enough to accept a less well prepared input than is usual with standard
HMMs. For example, it now seems widely accepted that deep networks
work more efficiently on a simple mel-spectral representation than with
MFCCs (Mohamed et al., 2012). Some authors even tried to train deep
networks on raw acoustic data (Jaitly and Hinton, 2011; Palaz et al.,
2013). In a recent study, the training of a convolutional neural net
was extended to the optimization of the feature extraction filter bank
(Sainath et al., 2013).
The solution we propose here is based on a similar concept, but
we use spectro-temporal filters instead of a conventional spectral filter
bank. This method treats the feature extraction filters as the low-
est layer of a neural net, and lets the training algorithm tune the
filter coefficients as well. In the following we explain why and how
the spectro-temporal filters can actually be treated as special type of
neurons in a neural network.4
To explain how this approach works, let us examine the operation
of a simple perceptron model. In general, the output of a single neuron
can be obtained using the formula
o = a
(
L∑
i=1
xi · wi + b
)
, (7)
where x is the input of the neuron, L is the length of the input, w is
the weight vector, and b is a bias corresponding to that neuron. For
the activation function a we usually apply the sigmoid function; but it
is also possible to create a linear neuron by setting a to the identity
function. In that case, setting b = 0 and L = N ·M , and representing
filter F and patch P of (1) in vector form, (which is actually just a
notational change), namely
o =
N∑
f=0
M∑
t=0
P (f, t)F (f, t), (1)
we see that (1) in Sec. 3 is just a special case of (7). This means that
the spectro-temporal filters can be integrated into an ANN classifier
4 The basic idea of the algorithm has been introduced in a conference paper
(Kova´cs and To´th, 2013). Here, we present several refinements and a more thorough
evaluation of this approach.
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Figure 3. Structure of the ANN for joint feature extraction and classification. The
boxes in light grey correspond to convolutional units that have shared weights, with
the corresponding unit highlighted in a darker shade of grey.
system as special neurons, with the filter coefficients being the actual
weights of the given neuron.
7.1. Structure of the ANN for combined feature
extraction and posterior estimation
Figure 3 shows the proposed ANN structure that can perform spectro-
temporal feature extraction and classification (phone posterior estima-
tion) in one step. When compared to a conventional neural net, the
main difference is the introduction of a feature extraction layer. The
dark grey areas placed on the spectral frames in Fig. 3 show how the
spectro-temporal patches of the speech signal are extracted to form
the input data for the input layer. Then the linear neurons in the
feature extraction layer perform the spectro-temporal filtering of (1).
The output of this layer is channelled into the hidden layer, and from
this point on the system behaves just like a conventional neural net.
Notice that this structure can also operate along the lines of the classic
scheme where the feature extraction and the classification steps are
separate. For example, if the weights of the feature extraction layer were
initialized with Gabor filter coefficients and were left unaltered during
training, then the model would be equivalent to a more traditional
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system, and the incorporation of the feature extraction step into the
system would be just an implementational detail. The real novelty here
is that we extend the scope of the training to the feature extraction
units as well.
It is well known that integrating a longer temporal context into
the acoustic features can significantly improve recognition performance.
In HMM-based recognition the ∆ and ∆∆ features are used for this
purpose, while in HMM/ANN hybrids a common technique is to feed
several neighbouring acoustic vectors into the neural net (Bourlard and
Morgan, 1994). Although spectro-temporal features process longer time
intervals than tradional techniques (such as MFCC), Kova´cs and To´th
have observed that adding the delta features to the feature set improves
the results still further (Kova´cs and To´th, 2011). Unfortunately, incor-
porating the delta features into the joint model presented here would
be technically challenging, because we would have to propagate the
error through the derivatives. However, training the network on several
neighbouring spectro-temporal patches instead of just one is possible
by modifying the proposed structure so that it has convolutional units
(Abdel-Hamid et al., 2012; Vesely et al., 2011). This modification is
highlighted in Fig. 3 by boxes being drawn in light grey. As can be
seen, in convolutional networks the feature extraction layer performs its
operations on several input patches instead of just one. We should also
mention here that each input block is processed by the same weights,
so the number of weights does not change with the introduction of
convolutional processing. Hence, the convolutional techniques allow
us to process a much longer time span of input without increasing
the number of weights. Note also that the input patches used do not
necessarily have to be immediate neighbours, but here we chose this
simple scenario.
With the convolutional technology we are able to incorporate the
neighbouring patches into the classification process. In an earlier study
of this approach, the results of the simple and the convolutional network
had been compared, and it had been found that the convolutional net-
work beyond doubt performed better (Kova´cs and To´th, 2013). Thus,
here we report results only with the convolutional net. But using several
input patches during training is not exactly the same as using the ∆ and
∆∆ coefficients, as we did in the case of the filter selection experiments.
The reader should bear this in mind when comparing the results of this
section with those of the earlier sections.
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7.2. Training from scratch vs. fine-tuning existing
spectro-temporal filters
The structure depicted in Fig. 3 allows the algorithm to evaluate the
spectro-temporal features and the ANN in one step. However, our main
goal here was to extend the scope of the backpropagation algorithm to
the feature extraction layer as well. This way, we were also able to train
the weights associated with the spectro-temporal filters, and hence fine-
tune the initial coefficients. Of course, we had the option to initialize
these coefficients randomly (just as we do with all the other weights
of the network), but it was also possible to initialize them with some
pre-calculated values such as the Gabor coefficients of the Manual set
found earlier. As the backpropagation algorithm guarantees only a local
optimum, initializing the model with weights that already provide a
good solution may help the backpropagation algorithm to find a better
local optimum than the one found using random initial values.
Here, we experimented with two different initialization schemes for
the filter coefficients (i.e. the feature extraction layer of the network).
In the first case, they were initialized with random numbers, as they
usually are with neural nets. In the second case, the coefficients were
initialized based on the coefficients of the Manual set (cf. Sect. 4.2).
8. Experiments and results
Below, we describe the experimental settings used for the proposed
neural net architecture, and then present and discuss the results got
using the different neural net parameter settings.
8.1. Neural net classifier
In the experiments, the classifier we applied was a multilayer neural
network specially adapted for this purpose. It consisted of a hidden
feature extraction layer with a linear activation function, a hidden layer
(with 4,000 neurons) using the sigmoid activation function, and an
output layer containing softmax units. The number of output neurons
was set to the number of classes (39 in experiments with TIMIT, and 52
in experiments with the Hungarian speech database), while the number
of neurons in the feature extraction layer was 54 (9 filters in each of the
6 frequency bands, with one neuron representing each filter). The neural
net was trained with random initial weights in the hidden and output
layers, using standard backpropagation on 90% of the training data in
semi-batch mode, while validation on the remaining, randomly selected
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Table IV. Phone recognition accuracy
scores got on the clean core test set of
TIMIT
Initial Filter weights
Filter weights Unaltered Trained
Random 72.99% 73.77%
Gabor (manual) 73.49% 74.31%
10% of the training set was used as the stopping criterion. Like the ex-
periments performed earlier, ten independent neural nets were trained
for each parameter configuration, and their average performance was
reported.
8.2. Clean speech experiments on TIMIT
Table IV shows the phone recognition results obtained on the clean
TIMIT core test set. When evaluating the results, we should focus
on two issues. The first is how the expansion of the backpropagation
algorithm to the feature extraction layer affects the phone recognition
accuracy scores. To learn this, we need to compare the accuracy scores
attained using unaltered and trained filter weights. The other impor-
tant issue is whether initializing the filter weights using the coefficients
of the manually found Gabor set helps the backpropagation algorithm
find a better solution. To answer this second question, we will compare
the results got when the initial filter weights were set randomly with
the case where they were initialized based on Gabor filters.
Earlier, the best result was obtained with the manually selected filter
set. The most similar configuration in Table IV is the case where the
filters are initialized with the Gabor filters and left unaltered during
training. Actually, the results are practically the same (73.22% vs.
73.49%), even though the observation context was modelled by both the
∆ and ∆∆ coefficients and by training the neural net with 9 neighbours
in one case and by just the convolutional units in the other. We see
again that randomly initializing the filter parameters and not training
them at all can give surprisingly good results.
The second column shows the phone accuracy scores got when the
backpropagation algorithm refines the weights of the lowest layer as
well. The improvements are significant compared to the untrained case,
and we also see that initializing the weights in the feature extraction
layer according to the manually found Gabor set is also beneficial. The
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Table V. Phone recognition accuracy scores got on the noise contaminated test set
of TIMIT.)
Noise
Initial 20db 10db
Filter weights unaltered trained unaltered trained
Babble
Random 61.70% 62.34% 43.26% 43.77%
Gabor (manual) 62.58% 63.05% 45.64% 45.87%
Pink
Random 47.75% 55.03% 29.29% 34.58%
Gabor (manual) 53.40% 56.87% 32.16% 35.97%
Band limited
Random 54.89% 60.07% 44.46% 46.35%
Gabor (manual) 60.58% 60.13% 45.76% 47.47%
best result is obtained by combining the two methods; that is, manual
initialization and training, and the best result – 74.31% – which means
a 4% relative error reduction compared to the best score we got with
filter selection methods. Note that in (Kova´cs and To´th, 2013) worse
results were reported and smaller differences between results got using
random and manual initialization. We think that this difference arises
from the fact that here we used much larger networks – 4,000 hidden
neurons instead of 1,000 –, and we also tuned the phone insertion
penalty parameter of the recognition system, which was not done in
this earlier study (Kova´cs and To´th, 2013). Working with such a large
network increases the risk of overfitting, and a proper initialization
becomes more important so as to avoid it.
8.2.1. Noise contaminated speech experiments on TIMIT
The neural nets obtained in the previous experiment with their learned
parameter values were also evaluated on the noise-contaminated version
of the TIMIT core test dataset. To make a comparison of the results
between pairs of the four versions of neural nets (applying none, one,
or both of the refined initialization and training techniques) in Table
V, we arranged them in groups of four, and highlighted the best in
each of the four-groups in bold. The scores display a pattern similar to
that previously observed in Table V: both the training of filter weights
and the initialization of those weights based on the manually found
Gabor set improve the phone recognition accuracy scores in noisy en-
vironments, but in most cases we get the best results when we combine
these techniques. In fact a combination of the two methods brings about
a significant improvement in performance both in the babble and pink
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Table VI. Phone recognition accuracy
scores got on Hungarian speech database
Initial Filter weights
Filter weights Unaltered Trained
Random 73.06% 74.94%
Gabor (manual) 73.64% 75.25%
Gabor (TIMIT) 74.90% 75.36%
noise case, while in bandlimited noise case it also brings about some
improvement in one case, but the difference here is not significant.
8.2.2. Clean speech experiments on the Hungarian database
Next, similar to the automatically found filter sets, we evaluated the
cross-database performance of the filters got by using this special neural
network. In the first set of experiments we investigated how the filter
parameters found in the TIMIT experiments perform on the Hungarian
database without training. That is, in these experiments only the upper
layers of the network were adapted to the Hungarian database; and to
set the feature extraction layer weights we used three scenarios: in
the first case they were set randomly, in the second case we used the
manually found Gabor set for this purpose, and in the third configu-
ration we used a version of the manually found Gabor filter set that
had already been enhanced by the joint optimization method on the
TIMIT database. The results of these three experiments are shown in
the first column of Table VI. As can be seen, the fine-tuning of the
filter set on the TIMIT database did not degrade the performance on
the Hungarian database, but even gave a small improvement. This is
in marked contrast with the filter selection methods where the filters
sets selected based on TIMIT all show performance degradation when
migrated to the Hungarian corpus.
While in the case of the filter selection algorithms repeating the
whole selection process on a new database would have required days (if
not weeks), in this case we could easily run a variant of the previous
experiments when the spectro-temporal filters were also adapted to the
Hungarian database. The results of these experiments are shown in the
second column of Table VI. As can be seen, fine-tuning the filters to
the given database can improve the results even further; in fact, for the
Hungarian database it is the first setting which provides a better phone
recognition accuracy score than those got using the standard MFCCs.
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9. Conclusions and Future work
Using Gabor filters to extract spectro-temporal features from speech
signals is a relatively new feature extraction method that was motivated
by noting the similarity between Gabor filters and the response char-
acteristic of certain cortical neurons. As the neuropsysiological studies
do not tell us exactly what the optimal parameters of the Gabor filters
are or should be, most authors to date propose the use of automatic
feature selection methods such as the FFNN method presented ear-
lier. The filter sets found by these algorithms give a reasonably good
performance, comparable to that of standard MFCCs for clean speech
and much better for noisy speech. These good results may have given
everyone the false impression that the feature selection methods are
able to find optimal, or at least near-optimal parameter values. How-
ever, in this paper we pointed out that the good performance originates
from the surprising fact that even a randomly selected filter set can
yield good results. This phenomenon is a relatively new observation in
image processing, which is currently shifting its research efforts from
finding a small but intensively optimised set of basis functions to using
larger, overcomplete bases that are chosen near randomly. Earlier, we
showed from the results of several experiments why the feature selection
strategy used by the algorithms like FFNN and SFFS is not effective
in the case of Gabor filters.
As an alternative to the automatic filter selection methods, we used
some simple heuristics to manually construct a filter set, which in most
cases gave results no worse or even better than those got using the
automatically selected sets. However, for this filter set we still have no
guarantee of optimality or even local optimality. This can be ensured
by some optimization method, and this is why we decided to create
a solution that is based on machine learning. Afterwards, we intro-
duced a neural network architecture that can simultaneously perform
the optimization of the filter weights and the neural net classifier. We
showed by performing several experiments that this method leads to
significantly better recognition results than those got via the automatic
feature selection algorithms. We also showed that we can still utilize
the manually found filter set: it can be used to initialize the backprop-
agation training process, yielding better results here than when the
weights are initialized using conventional random initialization.
In the future, we would like to find a way to incorporate the ∆ and
∆∆ coefficients into the proposed novel neural net architecture. We
also intend to repeat our experiments but this time introduce more
hidden layers to our neural network, turning it into a deep neural net.
Currently, convolutional deep neural networks provide the best phone
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recognition results on TIMIT (To´th, 2013), and it would be interesting
to see whether using special filter selection or filter training methods
in their spectro-temporal feature extraction layer can improve their
performance still further.
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